286 Trafalgar Street, Nelson
Ph. 64 3 546 7847
Fax. 64 3 546 9334

26 November 2009
Landscape Report – Monaco Peninsula to Bells Island Duplicate Pipeline
Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit.

Introduction
1. Tasman Carter Ltd are engaged to assess the potential landscape and visual
effects of the Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit proposal to construct a
duplicate pipeline from the end of Monaco Peninsula to the Bells Island sewerage
treatment plant.
Scope of this report
2. The Waimea Inlet landscape has been studied to assess the potential landscape
and visual effects the proposed pipeline and its construction will have on it.
3. Duffill Watts Consulting Group Ltd (Dunedin) provided a description of the
activity. Cawthron Institute identified values and potential impacts on the estuary
biota below MHWS. We have considered their report in forming conclusions on
natural character below MHWS.
4. The landscape report contains Annexure A with plans that show how the
existing landscape has been assessed and how the assessment relates to the
proposed development. Annexure B contains photographs, which show the
landscape context and illustrate specific aspects of the area affected by the
proposed development. Annexure C contains Table 1, an inventory of activities
that will occur in areas affected by the proposed pipeline development. Table 1
also indicates which activities will have effects that will remain post construction.
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5. Having considered the potential adverse effects associated with the development,
the landscape report contains mitigation recommendations before the conclusion.
6. We have assumed that the pipeline; its management and use is environmentally
benign. That is to say throughout its life it will not create any emissions either to
the air or to the Inlet including the sediments within which it is to be located. The
completed pipeline will not in the long term have a negative impact on the biota
along the pipeline route or the natural functioning of ecological systems within
the estuarine sediments (Refer. Cawthron report).
7. Some sectors of the community may consider the transmission of human waste
through that section of the inlet to be an inappropriate cultural and /or landscape
outcome. Analysis of the potential cultural impacts of the pipeline is beyond the
scope of this report.
8. Based on the assumption that the commissioned pipeline will be environmentally
benign we consider the potential amenity and landscape effects that may arise
from construction activities will be restricted to acceptable levels. We consider
that there will be effects on natural character but that these, with mitigation will
be minor.
9. At the Bells Island end of the pipeline, the coastal landscape is not being
managed as well as it might be. We provide reasons for that assessment and
recommendations that would rectify the situation.
10.The attachments, listed below, should be read in conjunction with the text.
ANNEXURE A:
Sheet 1:

Proposed Development and Zones

Sheet 2:

Sheet Index and Island Names

Sheet 3:

Monaco Development Areas and Features

Sheet 4:

Bells Island Development Areas and Features

Sheet 5:

Bells Island Development Areas and Mitigation

Sheet 6:

Saxton Island Development Areas and Features

Sheet 7:

Saxton Island Development Areas and Mitigation

Sheet 8:

Saxton Island Development Areas and Mitigation

Sheet 7:

Rabbit Island Indicative Development Areas
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ANNEXURE B:
Photo Points Plan
Photographs 1 to 10
ANNEXURE C:
Table of Development Factors
The Proposal
11. The Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit (NRSBU) propose to construct a
duplicate pipeline extending 2.4km from the end of Monaco Peninsula to Saxton
Island onwards to the Bells Island Waste Water Treatment Plant within the
Waimea Inlet. (Refer Sheet 1 Annexure A). The proposed pipeline will be located
approximately 5m – 20m away from and generally parallel to the existing
pipeline.
12. The construction method of the pipeline is preliminary and will not be finalised
until the tender process has been completed. There will be effects resulting from
construction activities. Some of these will be temporary. Some elements of the
project will remain for the foreseeable future; they will be permanent. Table 1
(Annexure C) is a summary of the proposed works showing where the effects will
be had and whether they will be permanent or temporary. For the purpose of
assessment we outline on an area basis what the activities will be.
13. The proposal is to:
•

Deliver individual pipes (2.5m long * 900mm diameter) to work sites at Rabbit
Island, Bells Island and Monaco (at Martin Point and on the south side of the
Peninsula).

•

Pipe sections will then be welded into “strings” approximately 70m long.

•

They will be towed to a point nearby in deeper water, where they will be
anchored temporarily and pressure tested.

•

Between the rising mains to be located adjacent Point Road, Saxtons Island and
Bells Island, the pipe strings will be buried in the estuary. There are three basic
methods by which the pipe strings will be positioned to form the pipeline. The
first is an open trench into which the pipe strings would be positioned with
excavated material utilised as the upper back fill material visible at the surface
after completion. This was the methodology used to install the existing pipeline.
The second is a mole plough process, which, by running along the length of the
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pipe, would gradually lower successive pipe strings into the seabed. An open
trench would be needed at Monaco, Saxton Island and Bells Island to complete
the installation of the pipe strings. The third method would require a series of
directional drilling pits (open trenches), located approximately 350m apart (a
total of 6 or 7 pits). At these points slurry would be collected for transport and re
processing. Pipe strings would be inserted into the drilled holes.
14. This simplified description of the construction process will result in activities in
the following areas. Note: Numbering Refers to Sheet 1 Annexure A and Table 1
Annexure C.
1.

Rabbit Island - Yard Site

Rabbit Island is a proposed yard site or work area. The work site within the
intertidal area will be a secondary focus of manufacturing pipe strings, provide
access to the Inlet and allow dispatch activity to occur, including pipe delivery
and handling, pipe welding, anchoring and pressure testing.
2.

Bells Island – Yard Site

At the south east end of Bells Island, on farmland immediately behind the beach,
the work site will be the secondary focus of manufacturing pipe strings, access to
the Inlet and dispatch activity including pipe delivery and handling, pipe welding,
anchoring and pressure testing, access points for labour materials and equipment
to be utilised in installing the pipe strings between Monaco peninsula and Bells
Island.
3.

Bells Island

Within this area the pipeline will be connected to the Bells Island Sewerage
Treatment Plant. That will involve trenching, pipe and rising main construction
and backfilling i.e. general site works.
Pipe Section A (Bells Island to Saxton Island)
Pipe strings will be received from various work sites and buried in the estuary
through open trenching, drilling or mole ploughing the pipe strings into the
estuarine sediments. The pipeline will be backfilled, where necessary, with
material excavated from the trench.
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4 & 5. Saxton Island and Pipe Section B
At the point where pipeline Section A (from Bells Island) and Section C (from
Monaco) meet pipeline section B, there will be considerable disturbance caused
by staff amenities, machinery requiring storage, shoring and dewatering
equipment. Vehicle access to Saxton’s Island will be via barge.
Pipe Section C (Saxton Island to Monaco)
Pipe strings will be received from various work sites and buried beneath the
estuary through open trenching, drilling or mole ploughing the pipe strings into
the estuarine sediments. The pipe trench will be backfilled, using material
excavated from the trench.
6.

Monaco – Yard Site

The work site at Point Road will require temporarily closure to the public. The
work site will be the primary focus of manufacturing, access to the Inlet and
dispatch activity including, pipe delivery and handling, pipe welding, anchoring
and pressure testing, access points for labour materials and equipment to be
utilised in installing the pipe strings between Monaco peninsula, Saxtons Island
and Bells Island.
7.

Monaco – Storage Site

Here individual pipe sections will be stored within the intertidal area.
15. Whatever the final construction process, there will be substantial disturbance at
the Monaco and Bells Island ends of the pipeline.
16. There is no proposal to add coastal rock protection to any of the coastal areas
either directly or indirectly affected by the pipeline development.
The existing landscape resource
17. The Waimea Inlet is a shallow bar built estuary. It is the receiving area for the
1

landscape encompassing in the west the Moutere Hills, the Spooners, Gordon,
Richmond (containing the highest point in the backdrop: Red Hill 1790m) and
Bryant Ranges. The Waimea River itself derived from the Wai iti and Wairoa sub

1

Waimea Inlet is actually an estuary: “an partially enclosed body of water that is open to the sea (permanently or

periodically) and within which there are variations in salinity due to the dilution of seawater with freshwater from land
drainage”. (Nelson State of the Environment Report 2003. PG 27.)
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catchments drains the east side of the Moutere Depression. There are numerous
other watercourses connecting Tasman Bay to the landscape backdrop.
18. The Inlet contains four major islands, Rabbit, Rough, Bests and Bells Island those
being the most modified as a result of pine plantations, rural land use and, on
Bests Island, residential and recreational development (Green Acres Golf Course).
There are approximately 6 minor islands of which Saxton and Oyster Island are
the largest (Refer Sheet 2 Annexure A). These Islands have in the past been planted in
pines although that land use is changing with for example, removal of the pines
on

Oyster

Island

and

the

commencement

of

community

lead

coastal

revegetation. There are approximately 5 low-key buildings on Saxton Island.
19. The inlet is divided at the Waimea River mouth into a more natural west area.
The

natural

character

in

this

area

will

gradually

change

with

on-going

development within the Tasman District Rural 3 Zone. The western inlet is
surrounded by elevated Moutere Hills, which provide views over the inlet.
20. The eastern inlet is more modified by development within the Richmond,
Tahunanui and Monaco peninsula urban areas and the sewerage treatment plant
at Bells Island with the out fall located on its east side. The eastern area of the
Inlet is characterised by comparatively flat adjoining land. The area provides
relatively unattractive views out across the inlet, which, from some areas,
emphasizes the immediate coastline (within the viewing area); often modified by
coastal protection structures, accumulated refuse and coastal development.
21. The eastern area contrasts the views and aesthetic qualities had from the
western area as it has elevated coastal landforms from which to look over the
estuary. From those areas there is a sense gained of the scale of the Inlet
(legibility), the enclosure and compartmentalisation of the inlet seascape by the
Islands and the patterns of sand bars, channels, flats and reed beds. Those
patterns exist equally within the eastern area of the Inlet – however without the
benefit of an elevated viewing position they are not experienced as they are in
the west area. It is perhaps within the eastern inlet that the lesser level of
aesthetic value and proximity to the major urban centres has resulted in
generally more coastal development adjacent the estuary; for example the MDF
plant.
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Monaco Peninsula
22. The Monaco peninsula is dominated by residential development. There is coastal
rock protection resulting in the road / foreshore interface being devoid of
vegetation. It is as though travelling along Point Road one is driving on the
foreshore itself. (Refer Sheet 3 Annexure A).
23. The boat ramp and jetty at Martin Point provide an important coastal access
point. Boats are launched and retrieved at various places around the peninsula
and vehicles drive across the intertidal area. Foster Reserve is a small council
Reserve located at the western tip of the peninsula.
24. The eastern area of the Inlet is largely experienced from the perspective of the
immediate coastline unless one ventures out into the estuary by boat. That
provides an entirely different perspective; it enables exploration of the many
beaches, intertidal areas, channels and the Islands themselves.
Saxtons Island
25. Saxtons Island is a windswept island landscape with a blend of natural and
modified

plant

communities.

There

is

low-key

residential

development,

particularly at the east end of the Island. The Island is a modern serpentine bar
comprised of well-sorted gravel with sandy and shell beaches extending only a
2

metre on so above MHWS. The Island harbours a variety of habitats including
sheltered

salt

marshes,

fields

of

Stipa

stipoides

Needle

Tussock

and

Ngaio/Coprosma groves. There are two small pockets - approx. 5m * 5m of the
endangered Lepidium Banskii or peppercress. The plants were introduced and are
activity managed by DOC. The plants are located on Sheet 6 & 7.
26. The intertidal area along the north coast of Saxtons Island is infested with the
invasive succulent species Wlisonia backhausei. The plant is not found elsewhere
within the estuary and DOC have applied for consent to under take a spray
eradication programme.
27. At Saxtons Island the Richmond and Nelson urban areas prevent there from
being a wilderness experience, however it is an important island landscape
requiring care when considering pipeline development. (Refer Sheet 6 Annexure A and
Photos 6-8 Annexure B).

2

Geology of the Nelson Area. Johnson, M.R. et al.
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Bells Island
28. Bells Island is considerably larger. There is tide dependant vehicle access across
a causeway from Bests Island. The sewage treatment plant largely occupies the
Island (a series of bunded oxidation ponds). There is farmland on the northwest
side currently leased for a dairy operation. The west Island peninsula is managed
in pines. There are natural sand / shell beaches almost continually around the
island, except were these give way to mud and deposits of softer sand or stone
cobbles. On the south side of the Bells Island there are seven small inlets labelled
a - f (Refer Sheet 4 Annexure A). Immediately inland the beaches give way to either
depleted native riparian vegetation or gorse and pines and then pasture. The
exception to that is the arrival point of the existing pipeline from Monaco. Here,
in an effort to reduce coastal erosion, there has been modest native planting
carried out. The plantings, are being over taken by gorse. Adjoining that area
“inlet a” contains an archaeological site (N27 / 141) and bird nesting areas
managed by DOC. The inlet, despite its natural values, is not fenced to keep
cattle out. It is within this area that the NRSBU vehicles drive out onto the beach
and into the inlet area and that spare parts and materials are stored. (Refer Sheet 4
& 5 Annexure A and Photos 3, 3A & 4).

Rabbit Island
29. The eastern tip of Rabbit Island is, as mentioned above, a landscape modified by
successive cycles of plantation forestry. The intertidal area retains a high level of
natural character. (Refer Sheet 1 Annexure A and Photos 1 & 2).
Natural character
30. Several definitions for natural character exist however, for the purpose of this
assessment we adopt the following definition:

3

Natural character is a relative term, which reflects the extent to which the

coastal environment is a product of nature rather than culture (human
activity). An area that has high natural character will generally have a
dominance of natural elements, and an absence of cultural elements such
as manmade structures.
31. Ecological assessment has ranked the natural character of the western Waimea
Inlet higher than the eastern inlet. Within the eastern inlet (the area within which
the proposed duplicate pipeline will be constructed) there is as a result of extant
3

This definition of natural character is used in the Canterbury Regional Council’s Coastal Environment Plan.
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development of the Inlet margins lower natural character. Aesthetically the area
is viewed from the ground plane from where an appreciation of its varied
elements and natural patterns is less seen. It is only when one ventures into the
inlet that those landscape qualities are evident.
32. Despite these perceptual limitations the eastern Inlet is undoubtedly an important
landscape and coastal interface on the doorstep of the Nelson and Richmond
urban areas.
33. Whilst all of the areas potentially affected by the proposal are either highly
modified or partially modified they require careful management to preserve and
enhance the extant landscape and residual natural character values.
Viewers / Users affected by the proposal
34. The photos contained within Annexure B show the areas affected by the proposed
works. They show the extant landscape and natural patterns of the areas within
which pipeline construction is proposed.
35. Annexure C contains a table summary (Development Factors) of the various
effects, areas affected and an indication as to whether the effects will be
permanent or temporary.
36. Temporary effects will occur during construction including:
•

Restricted access (vehicle access to private homes and business’) within the Point
Road / Martin Point area, including possible interruptions to Martin Point boat
ramp, and Foster Reserve.

•

The effects of noise, dust and vibration on the work site adjacent Point Road &
elsewhere.

•

Disturbance to the surface of the estuary, along the pipeline route provided
appropriate material is used.

•

The disturbance to the Bells Island coastline and area immediately adjoining it
where there are natural and cultural values associated with “inlet a” (Refer Sheet 4
Annexure A and Photo 4).

•

Disturbance in the area of the proposed additional rising mains (2) adjacent the
existing structures within the intertidal area at Saxton Island and the existing
infestation of that area by Wlisonia backhausei. (Refer Sheets 7 & 8 Annexure A and
Photos 5, 6 & 7).
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37. Permanent effects will include:
•

An additional manhole cover to match the existing one adjacent Point Road,
Monaco

•

Two additional rising mains adjacent the existing structures within the intertidal
area adjacent Saxton Island

•

The longer term (although not necessarily permanent) pattern changes to the
surface of the estuary due to excavation along the pipeline route.

•

The ongoing functioning of the pipeline, following its commissioning.

•

The management regime of Bells Island in general.
The landscape planning framework

38. The pipeline route and associated and work sites straddles the Nelson City
Council (NCC) / Tasman District Council (TDC) territorial boundary. Neither NCC
or TDC have formally identified their natural character or outstanding natural
landscapes and features (s6(a) & s6(b) RMA91). Several background landscape
studies exist however neither of these studies has been adopted. The landscape
4

assessments provide useful background regional landscape information. Waimea
Inlet in the Nelson Landscape Study was not considered to be an Outstanding
Natural Landscape or Outstanding Natural Feature (ONF). In the Tasman District
Coast Landscape Character Assessment (TDCLCA), Waimea Inlet was highlighted
for consideration as an ONF.
Nelson Resource Management Plan
39. Relevant Nelson Resource Management Plan Provisions are included in Chapter
13, which deals with the Coastal Marine Area (CMA). The provisions in that
chapter reflect the Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS); particularly in respect of
6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) matters under the RMA91.
•

Objective CM2 deals with the need to preserve natural character
particularly at the land / sea interface. That is to be achieved by
maintaining all of the values that contribute to natural character.

•

Policy CM2.1 seeks the avoidance of adverse use and development in
areas that are predominantly in their natural state.

4

Nelson Landscape Study. Identification of outstanding natural features and landscapes and other landscape

sensitive areas of Nelson City Council. (Boffa Miskell Ltd 11.2005) Tasman District Coast Landscape Character
Assessment. (Boffa Miskell Ltd 8.2005)
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40. As noted above, the eastern extent of the Waimea Inlet is more modified – (less
natural) than the western inlet. This is due primarily to development of its
margins and major infrastructure features such as the Bells Island Sewerage
Treatment Plant.
41. The north side of Saxton Island; the area potentially affected by the construction
of the pipeline has a significant level of natural character, however on balance we
do not consider that potential effects of the pipeline in the post construction (long
term) period warrant an approach to avoid the proposed development. Care
should be care taken in working in this important landscape and consent
conditions imposed to ensure the effects of construction activity are mitigated.
This includes disturbance and possible spread of the invasive weed Wlisonia
backhausei.
•

Policy CM3.3 requires that “riparian vegetation along the coastline,
particularly around the margins of the estuaries, should be protected
and enhanced”. The policy recognises that riparian vegetation makes
a significant contribution in terms of visual amenity, water quality
etc.

42. There are not considered to be any terrestrial riparian vegetation values at the
Monaco end of the pipeline (Refer Photo 9 Annexure B). At Saxton Island there are
riparian vegetation values that should be protected from construction effects
including compaction and trampling of Stipa stipoides Needle Tussock and
Lepidium Banskii or peppercress.
•

Policy CM4.2 notes that where there will be adverse effects that
cannot be avoided then as far as practicable those effects should be
mitigated.

•

Policy CM5.3 states “the deposition of substances on the foreshore or
seabed should not adversely affects the form, texture and/or natural
processes of the foreshore. (In this respect, regard shall be had for
the desirability of a deposited substance being of the same size,
sorting and parent material as the receiving sediments)”.

43. The policy outcome has implications for the pattern changes arising from
backfilling of a trench from Monaco to the NCC/TDC boundary west of Saxton
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Island. Backfilling needs to result in a finish similar to surrounding contours and
patterns in the area.
Tasman Resource Management Plan (TRMP)
44. Relevant Tasman Resource Management Plan Provisions are included in Chapters
5 & 8. Those chapters reflect the Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) and 6(a),
6(b), 6(c) & (d) matters under the RMA91.
Chapter 8 Margins of Rivers, Lakes, Wetlands and the Coast
•

Objective 8.2 requires in respect of the natural character of the coast
the maintenance, enhancement and protection of that character from
the adverse effects of use, development and maintenance of land.

•

Policies 8.2.1, 8.2.2, 8.2.2A, 8.2.15 & 8.2.17 recognise the need to
enhance riparian vegetation, to control its destruction or removal
and to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of land
management.

45. In respect of the proposed pipeline at Bells Island the planning framework
requires within the coastal margin restoration, enhancement and mitigation of
both the adverse effects of existing and proposed activities. The approach is
recommended at 4.38 of the TDCLCA.
Chapter 5 Site Amenity Effects
•

Objective 5.1.0 requires the avoidance remedying or mitigation of adverse
effects from the use of land on the use and enjoyment of other land and on
the qualities of natural and physical resources.

•

Policy 5.1.9 requires “protection of the natural character of coastal land from
adverse effects of further subdivision, use or development, including effects
on:
(a)

natural features and landscapes, such as headlands, cliffs
and the margins of estuaries;

(b)

habitats such as estuaries and wetlands;

(c)

ecosystems, especially those including rare or endangered
species or communities”.
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46. These are further natural character provisions giving force at district level to the
NZCPS and 6(a) matters. They require consideration of potential adverse effects
on Lepidium Banskii or peppercress at Saxton Island and at Bells Island the
natural character there is one of the policy elements to be looked at when
considering new development.
Potential adverse landscape effects and proposed mitigation
47. There are likely to be temporary construction effects and longer-term effects of
the pipeline being located in the estuary, the management of the pipeline
including access to Saxton Island, but mostly at the Bells Island end where the
coastal landscape is managed as an infrastructure asset.
Monaco (Areas 6 & 7 - Refer Sheet 1)
48. There will be significant effects arising from the use of areas 6 & 7 Point Road
and the foreshore east of Martin Point for yard operations. Those effects should
be managed in consultation with the residents adjoining those areas. A
Construction Management Plan that stipulates; construction period, work hours,
dust control, noise mitigation, safety etc. is the appropriate mechanism for
control of the effects during the construction period. As part of the site
management, consideration should be given to maintain or provide alternative
access to the Martin Point boat ramp and businesses in the area particularly if
construction is proposed to extend into the holiday / summer boating season.
Saxton Island (Areas 4 & 5 - Refer Sheet 1)
49. On Saxton Island there are significant natural character values. They will not be
affected by the future existence of the pipeline per se (Refer Cawthron
assessment). However, during construction, care needs to be taken within Area C
& D to avoid damage to the foreshore and areas above MHWS where there are
significant fields of Stipa stipoides

- Needle Tussock. During construction, care

needs to be taken within area C to avoid damage to the area above MHWS where
there is a small, managed colony of Lepidium Banskii or peppercress. These plant
communities are susceptible to compaction and trampling and stabilise otherwise
potentially mobile coastal sediments. Therefore controls limiting access to Area C
Sheet 7 and Area D Sheet 8 should be placed on machinery, materials and
activities to ensure the plant communities are not affected.
50. Within the pipeline route between Points 6 & 3 care needs to be taken and
conditions imposed to ensure that policy CM5.3 is given effect to i.e. that there
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are no adverse effects on the form, texture or natural processes of the foreshore
as a result of the deposition of substances (trench back filling).
Bells Island (Area 2 & 3 – Refer Sheet 1)
51. The current management regime does not implement the policies and objective
of the TRMP relating to the restoration and enhancement of natural values within
the coastal margin, “inlet a” (Refer Area A & B Sheet 5) and the land immediately
adjoining the coastline on the southeastern tip of Bells Island. The situation
should be rectified by way of a Management Plan ideally for the whole island but
primarily for the Areas A & B identified on Sheet 5. The Management Plan should
recognise that there is controlled public does to the Island and that the coastal
and natural character values there are intrinsic landscape values. The low levels
of access by the public make the Island particularly well suited to the
enhancement and restoration of the natural coastal values anticipated by the
TRMP planning framework.
Rabbit Island (Area 1 – Refer Sheet 1)
52. The eastern tip of Rabbit Island will be utilised to store, weld, pressure test and
dispatch pipe strings to the work site. There are extensive intertidal sand flats.
Provided spills such as fuel and or oil are avoided and there is not extraneous
material deposited on the sand, tidal flushing will restore the natural character of
that area. The crossing point for machinery, equipment and staff from the area
above MHWS to the foreshore needs to be managed so that access points are
located in the low sensitivity areas including where there is a minimal height
change between the beach and the land (Refer Sheet 9 item 4 Annexure A and photo 1),
areas where there will be minimal disturbance to vegetation and a location where
there are practical adjoining land based areas to accommodate sheds, temporary
buildings and vehicle manoeuvring areas.

Despite the existing post harvest

forestry condition of the area, any vegetation disturbance should be minimised
and restored following construction completion.
53. Recommended mitigation / consent conditions are summarised as follows:
Recommended mitigation
54. It

is

recommended

that

the

following

controls

be

imposed.

(R1

Recommendation #1).
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=

R1. In recognition of the sensitive nature of the receiving environment there should
be adopted as an over riding principle in terms of the construction process in all
respects to minimise disturbance and restrict construction activity to essential
areas. With respect to Saxton Island and foreshore – Areas C & D and Rabbit
Island where restoration post construction is required there should be a photo
record made of each area by which to monitor the success of restoration
outcomes.
R2. A Construction Management Plan should be developed in consultation with
affected parties, including neighbouring properties to areas 6 & 7. (Refer Sheet 1
Annexure A).

That plan should provide for active management to minimise the

effects during the construction period on amenity values.
R3. Within the pipeline route between points 3 & 6 (Refer Sheet 1 Annexure A) care needs
to be taken and consent conditions imposed to ensure that the back filling of any
trench or hole associated with the pipeline or the construction of it utilise
materials and methods that will provide, after 6 months or some other defined
period, a surface that is indistinguishable from the surrounding sea bed in respect
of landform, texture and colour.
R4. Within Areas C & D (Saxton Island) (Refer Sheets 7 & 8 Annexure A and Photos 6 & 7)
there should be no access for machinery or materials. Those construction
elements should be stored on barges. Worker shelter and site office etc. should
be constructed (located) such that any structure is placed on piles ensuring it is
clear of the ground and vegetation and is subsequently removed entirely
following completion. Pedestrian paths to any buildings should utilise the same
route each time and avoid entirely the area of Lepidium Banskii.
R5. There should be drafted for Bells Island a Management Plan to provide for
restoration and enhancement of natural values in the area. In particular within
Area A & B (Refer Sheet 5 Annexure A) there existing stored material should be
removed, weeds controlled, extensive planting restoration using plants species
from the Waimea Inlet Coastal Flats Native Plant Restoration List and stock proof
fencing around Inlet a.
R6. Within Area 1 at Rabbit Island access to the coast should be managed to utilise a
single point. That point should be selected and utilised as part of an overall
Construction Management Plan and a Post Construction Restoration Plan
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incorporating the intent of R1 above. An indicative plan is provided on Sheet 9
Annexure A. That plan requires further more detailed work to properly target the
nature and location of sensitive areas so that a final configuration for coastal
access and restoration in that area can be developed. Sheet 9 is included here to
indicate that in terms of landscape outcomes, there should at least in such a plan
be included a coastal buffer zone set back from the beach itself within which
there are no construction activities carried out.
Conclusion
55. The landscape and natural character of the Waimea Inlet - particularly in the east
area is identified in this report. The Inlet has landscape values that are
recognised by the wider community but are not been identified as an ONL or ONF
in the respective Resource Management Plans. The duplicate pipeline site while
not within an ONL will be located in an area that has recognised landscape values
contributing to the wider Inlet. When considered against the planning framework
the proposed development with conditions is considered to be appropriate.
56. Provided the controls outlined in this report are imposed no significant adverse
landscape and visual affects will result from a grant of consent. Provided the
enhancements / restoration works proposed are undertaken those aspects of the
planning framework will be given effect to.
Tom Carter ANZILA B.L.A (Hons)
Landscape architect
26 November 2009
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ANNEXURE B:

Photo Points Plan
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1.0 Introduction
The Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit (NRSBU) is a joint
committee of the Tasman District and Nelson City Councils and was
instigated to look after the owner’s (the two Council’s) interests in
the Regional Sewerage Scheme. It was set up as a business unit
in October 2000 and previously operated as the Nelson Regional
Sewerage Authority. A Memorandum of Understanding that was
signed by the two Mayors and CEOs in December 2000 governs the
operation of the NRSBU.

Area covered by the NRSBU
The NRSBU treats municipal wastes (mainly domestic sewage) from
Nelson City, Stoke, Tahunanui, Richmond, Wakefield, Brightwater
(the Waimea Basin) and Mapua as well as industrial wastewater from
Alliance Nelson,ENZA Food, and Nelson Pine Industries. The Councils
also have additional sewerage schemes and associated treatment and
disposal schemes.

The existing issue
Sewage from the service area is treated at the Nelson Regional
Sewerage Business Unit’s Bells Island Treatment Plant and discharged
into one of the main channels of the Waimea Estuary on the
outgoing tide. In recent months the NRSBU has identified a critical
issue with the sewer pipe for this treatment plant.
NRSBU’s strategy for the regional pipeline upgrade is driven by
two key concerns:
• 	

The risk of a pipeline failure in the estuary between Monaco
and Bells Island - identified as an extreme risk - that would
necessitate repairs that could take a significant time to complete.

• 	

The present pipeline to the Bells Island Wastewater Treatment
Plant cannot handle present flows, let alone future higher flows.
It is likely there will be an increasing frequency of overflow
discharges to the Waimea Inlet during extreme wet weather.

Why consultation is necessary
In order to make the necessary upgrades to repair and/or upgrade
the pipeline, the NRSBU is required to apply for resource consent and
must, therefore, seek public consultation on its proposed plans.
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The proposed strategy - suggested upgrade options
The NRSBU regional pipeline upgrade strategy is driven by two
conditions:
•

The risk of a pipeline failure in the estuary between Monaco
and Bells Island has been identified as an extreme risk, for which
repairs to the line could take a significant time to complete.

•

The present pipe network to the Bells Island wastewater
treatment plant does not have sufficient capacity for present
flows, let alone future higher flows, leading to an increasing
frequency of overflow discharges during extreme wet weather.

Upgrade strategy options have therefore focussed on addressing
both conditions as a matter of urgency. Three fundamental upgrade
concepts have first been identified. These have been labelled as
Options A, B, and C, and are described as follows:
A New pipework continues to direct flows in an anticlockwise flow
direction around the Waimea Inlet, as at present.
B New pipework reverses the present flow direction to a clockwise
direction around the Waimea Inlet, allowing the existing estuary
crossing from Monaco to Bells Island to ultimately be abandoned
and avoiding other new significant estuary crossings.
C New pipework is designed to direct flows in both directions
around the Waimea Inlet for maximum operational flexibility and
more effective utilisation of existing assets.
Within each of these three fundamental concepts, three further subcategories relating to the location of the pipelines within or beyond
the estuary boundaries have been considered:
1. Pipeline routes that are kept completely out of the estuary,
except for a short crossing from Bests Island to Bells Island at the
present tidal road access causeway.
2. Pipeline routes that are land based as much as practicable, but
which in places follow the estuary shoreline to reduce the length
of pipeline needed and to reduce the cost of installation.
3. Pipeline routes that involve further estuary crossings to reduce
pipeline lengths, reduce costs, reduce the likelihood of damage
to the estuary, and to improve energy efficiency.
The evaluation of the different options must take into account four
principle factors: cultural, social, environmental and economic. Cost
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is only one consideration. For instance, the laying of wastewater
pipelines in an estuarine environment, and even the siting of the
present treatment plant within this environment is of concern to
some people. Additionally, with increasing pressure on agricultural
water supplies in the region, future longer term planning may well
entertain the opportunity to ultimately relocate the present treatment
plant inland, and productively apply the treated effluent to land.
The way in which different options provide for future growth is
also important.
In addition to these considerations, the following principles
have been identified as important to the evaluation of the various
strategies:
1. Achieve maximum economic benefit from existing plant and
infrastructure.
2. Continually review all viable means of reducing the carbon
footprint.
3. Reduce the use of non-renewable energy and work towards
optimising energy efficiency, including consideration of energy
generation.
4. Encourage minimisation of waste streams – domestic and
industrial.
5. Continue to investigate ways to minimise the cost of the
treatment process to customers.
6. Consider options for alternative sites away from the coast in
areas of future growth.
7. Continue to consider treatment at source in order to minimise
energy costs and maximise reuse opportunities.
8. Consider international best practice and sustainability policies.
With the foregoing considerations and principles in mind, then, seven
upgrade scenarios have been identified as a basis for consultation
with the public and other special interest groups. There are many
more variants to these options, but these seven are considered
to best represent the range of scenarios that cover the cultural,
social, environmental and economic considerations needing to be
addressed.
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The seven scenarios are generally described as follows:

Scenario A
Pipeline flows continue to run in an anti-clockwise direction as at
present, with new duplicate pipeline installed across estuary from
Monaco to Bells Island.  Other new pipelines are land based where
possible, but are laid along the estuary shoreline in places.

Scenario B-1
The existing estuary crossing is ultimately decommissioned, with all
pipelines designed to now direct flow in a clockwise direction to Bells
Island.  All new pipelines are land based, except for the short estuary
crossing from Best Island to Bells Island.

Scenario B-2
The existing estuary crossing is ultimately decommissioned, with all
pipelines again designed to direct flow in a clockwise direction to
Bells Island.  New pipelines are land based where possible, but do in
this case more generally follow the estuary shoreline to Bells Island to
reduce pipeline lengths and associated costs.

Scenario C-1
Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island
for greater operational flexibility.  The duplicate pipeline is installed
from Monaco to Bells Island for risk mitigation purposes, and to allow
other construction work to be deferred.  All other new pipelines are
land based (except for the Best Island to Bells Island crossing).

Scenario C-2a
Pipelines are again designed to direct flows in two directions to the
Bells Island treatment plant for greater operational flexibility.  The
duplicate pipeline is installed from Monaco to Bells Island for risk
mitigation purposes, and to allow other construction work to be
deferred.  New pipelines are land based where possible, but more
generally follow the estuary shoreline to Bells Island to reduce
pipeline lengths and associated costs

Scenario C-2b
Similar to C-2a, pipelines are designed to direct flows in two
directions to Bells Island for greater operational flexibility.  The
duplicate pipeline to Bells Island, however, is NOT installed, in
favour of constructing the new clockwise direction pipework
immediately.  The existing estuary crossing to Bells Island is retained
and rehabilitated once the new pipelines are installed.  New pipelines
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are land based where possible, but more generally follow the estuary
shoreline to Bells Island as before.

Scenario C-3a
Pipelines are again designed to direct flows in two directions to
Bells Island for greater operational flexibility.  The duplicate pipeline
is installed from Monaco to Bells Island as an integral part of the
pipeline strategy, whilst at the same time providing for risk mitigation
purposes, and to allow other construction work to be deferred.  The
new clockwise directed pipeline is laid directly across the estuary
from Headingly Lane to Saxtons Island, to join up with the duplicate
pipeline.

Scenario C-3b
Similar to Scenario C-3a, pipelines are designed to direct flows in
two directions to Bells Island for greater operational flexibility and
would mitigate the risk of failure to the existing single pipeline.  For
ScenarionC-3b a new pipeline would follow the estuary shoreline to
Headingly Lane and then directly across the estuary to Bells Island to
provide an alternative to the route across Saxton Island identified for
Scenario C-3a.
The following attachments to this Summary Paper provide
background information to the seven scenarios as follows:
Attachment A – This provides a detailed breakdown of the cost
estimates, identifying construction timing for rating assessment
purposes
Attachment B – This provides an overall summary of the cost
estimates, including operational costs.
Attachment C – This provides key comments on each scenario.
Attachment D – This provides individual plans of each scenario.
Duffill Watts Ltd, 26 November 2008
Enclosures:
Attachment A – Detailed Breakdown of Cost Estimates
Identifying Construction Timing for Rating Assessment Purposes
Attachment B – Summary of Cost Estimates
Attachment C – Key Comments on Each Scenario
Attachment D – Plans of each Scenario (may be forwarded under
separate cover)
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Attachment A
Detailed Breakdown of Cost Estimates Identifying Construction Timing for Rating
Assessment Purposes
Scenario

Scenario A

Physical Work Stages

Estimated
Capital
Cost ($M)

NPV
Capital
Cost ($M)

1

Monaco to Bells Island duplication pipeline (704 ID)

1

9.7

9.1

2

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport
pump stations) (Provisional
Allowance)

1

0.9

0.8

3

Install a new additional storm
pump in Saxton pump station

1

1.5

1.4

4

Install a new additional storm
pump in Beach Road pump
station

1

1.6

1.5

5

Inspect and repair joints on
the existing 600 ID concrete
pipeline - Monaco to Bells
Island (Provisional)

1

0.8

0.7

6

New Songer St pump station
(inject into pipeline) plus
emergency power generation

8

3.2

1.9

7

Upgrade Saxton P S to full
AMP capacity

8

2.1

1.2

8

Upgrade Beach Road pump
station to full AMP capacity

8

1.5

0.9

9

Songer Street to Monaco
pipeline duplication (704 ID)
substantially following the
shoreline.

8

6.8

4.0

10

Saxton Road pump station to
Songer Street pump station
pipeline duplication (704 ID)
substantially following the
shoreline.

8

6.4

3.7

11

Beach Road to Saxton pump
station pipeline duplication 493ID substantially following
the shoreline

8

6.4

3.7

12

Provision for emergency
storage at Beach Road and
Saxton Road pump stations

8

3.8

2.2

13

Rehabilitate (slip-line) existing
600mm dia concrete pipe if
required

20

1.2

0.3

$45.9M

$31.4M

Total
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Scenario

Scenario
B-1

Physical Work Stages

Year
Required

Estimated
Capital
Cost ($M)

NPV
Capital
Cost ($M)

1

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations) (Provisional Allowance)

1

0.9

0.8

2

Install a new additional storm
pump in Saxton pump station
and replace existing storm pump

1

2.0

1.9

3

Construct 880 ID pipeline from
Beach Road Pump Station to
new “Tasman” Pump Station

1

21.4

20.0

4

Construct 880 ID pipeline from
new “Tasman” Pump Station to
Bells Island Treatment Plan via
causeway crossing to Bells Island

1

15.9

14.9

5

Upgrade Beach Road pump
station

1

4.2

3.9

6

Construct new “Tasman” Pump
Station

1

5.5

5.1

7

Construct 395 ID duplicate
pipeline from Saxton Pump
Station to Beach Road Pump
Station including redirection of
pipework

45-50

(Not incl.)

(Not incl.)

$49.9M

$46.6M

Total
Scenario
B-2

1

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations) (Provisional Allowance)

1

0.9

0.8

2

Install a new additional storm
pump in Saxton pump station
and replace existing pump
station

1

2.0

1.9

3

Construct 880 ID pipeline from
Beach Road Pump Station to
new “Queen Street” Pump
Station, generally via shoreline,
past NP1 to Lower Queen Street

1

9.6

9.0

4

Construct 880 ID pipeline from
new “Queen Street” Pump
Station to Bells Island Treatment
Plant, generally via shoreline,
and estuary crossing off end of
Landsdowne Road

1

12.9

12.1

5

Upgrade Beach Road pump
station

1

4.2

3.9

6

Construct new Queen Street
Pump Station

1

5.5

5.1

7

Construct 395 ID duplicate
pipeline from Saxton Pump
Station to Beach Road Pump
Station including redirection of
pipework

45-50

(Not incl.)

(Not incl.)

$35.1M

$32.8M

Total
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Scenario

Scenario
C-1

Physical Work Stages

Year
Required

Estimated
Capital Cost
($M)

NPV
Capital
Cost ($M)

1

Monaco to Bells Island duplication pipeline (704 ID)

1

9.7

9.1

2

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations)

1

0.9

0.8

3

Install a new additional storm
pump station in Saxton pump
station

1

1.2

1.1

4

Install a new additional storm
pump in Beach Road pump station

1

1.6

1.5

5

Inspect and repair joints on the
existing 600 ID concrete pipeline Monaco to Bells Island (Provisional)

1

0.8

0.7

6

New Songer St pump station
- (Inject into pipeline).  Including
emergency power generation

8

3.2

1.9

7

Construct 704 ID rising main from
the Beach Road PS to Bells Island
via western route.

8

25.9

15.1

8

Construct Tasman pump station
and upgrade the Beach Road
pump station

8

8.1

4.7

9

Rehabilitate (slip-line) existing
600mm dia concrete pipe

20

1.2

0.3

$52.6M

$35.2M

Total
Scenario
C-2a

1

Monaco to Bells Island duplication pipeline (704 ID)

1

9.7

9.1

2

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations)

1

0.9

0.8

3

Install a new additional storm
pump station in Saxton pump
station

1

1.2

1.1

4

Install a new additional storm
pump in Beach Road pump station

1

1.6

1.5

5

Inspect and repair joints on the
existing 600 ID concrete pipeline Monaco to Bells Island (Provisional)

1

0.8

0.7

6

New Songer St pump station
- (Inject into pipeline).  Including
emergency power generation

8

3.2

1.9

7

Construct 704 ID rising main from
the Beach Road PS to Bells Island
via coastal shoreline route.

8

15.7

9.1

8

Construct Lower Queen Street
pump station and upgrade the
Beach Road pump station

8

8.1

4.7

9

Rehabilitate (slip-line) existing
600mm dia concrete pipe

20

1.2

0.3

$42.4M

$29.2M

Total
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Scenario

Scenario
C-2b

Physical Work Stages

Year
Required

Estimated
Capital Cost
($M)

NPV
Capital
Cost ($M)

1

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations)

1

0.9

0.8

2

Install a new additional storm
pump station in Saxton pump
station

1

1.2

1.1

3

Install a new additional storm
pump in Beach Road pump
station

1

1.6

1.5

4

Inspect and repair joints on
the existing 600 ID concrete
pipeline - Monaco to Bells Island
(Provisional)

2

0.8

0.7

5

New Songer St pump station
- (Inject into pipeline).  Including
emergency power generation

1

3.2

3.0

6

Construct 704 ID rising main from
the Beach Road PS to Bells Island
via coastal shoreline route.

1

15.7

14.7

7

Construct lower Queen Street
pump station and upgrade the
Beach Road pump station

1

8.1

7.6

8

Rehabilitate (slip-line) existing
600mm dia concrete pipe – if
required

20

1.2

0.3

$32.7M

$29.7M

1

Monaco to Bells Island duplication pipeline (704 ID)

1

9.7

9.1

2

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations)

1

0.9

0.8

3

Install a new additional storm
pump station in Saxton pump
station

1

1.2

1.1

4

Install a new additional storm
pump in Beach Road pump
station

1

1.6

1.5

5

Inspect and repair joints on
the existing 600 ID concrete
pipeline - Monaco to Bells Island
(Provisional)

1

0.8

0.7

6

New Songer St pump station
- (Inject into pipeline).  Including
emergency power generation

8

3.2

1.9

7

Construct 704 ID rising main from
the Beach Road PS to Bells Island
via Saxton Island.

8

11.2

6.5

8

Rehabilitate (slip-line) existing
600mm dia concrete pipe

20

1.2

0.3

$29.8M

$21.9M

Total
Scenario
C-3a

Total
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Scenario

Scenario
C-3b

Physical Work Stages

Year
Required

1

Emergency power generation
(Beach, Saxton, Airport pump
stations)

1

0.9

       0.8

2

Install a new additional storm
pump station in Saxton pump
station

1

  1.0

      0.9

3

Install a new additional storm
pump in Beach Road pump station

1

    1.6

     1.5

4

Install 900mmDN (810mmID)
pipeline from Beach Rd to
Bells Island - along shoreline to
Heddingly lane and then direct to
Bells Island

1

16.1

   15.0

5

Inspect and repair joints on the
existing 600 ID concrete pipeline Monaco to Bells Island (Provisional)

2

       0.8

   0.7

6

New Songer St pump station
-(Inject into pipeline) including
emergency generator

8

   3.2

      1.9

7

Rehabilitate (Slip line) existing
600mm dia concrete pipe

20

1.2

       0.3

$24.8M

$21.1M

Total
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Attachment B
Summary of Cost Estimates
Scenario

Capital Cost

NPV Capital Cost
($M)

Annual O & M
Capital Cost
($M)

NPV Capital Plus
O & M ($M)

A

45.9

31.4

0.43

36.4

B-1

49.9

46.6

0.52

52.7

B-2

35.1

32.8

0.52

38.9

C-1

52.6

35.2

0.52

41.3

C-2a

42.4

29.2

0.52

35.3

C-2b

32.7

29.7

0.52

35.8

C-3a

29.8

21.9

0.43

26.9

C-3b

24.8

21.1

0.43

26.1
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Attachment C
Key Comments on Each Scenario
Scenario

A

Summary
Description

Pipeline flows continue to run in an anti-clockwise direction as at present,
with new duplicate pipeline installed across estuary from Monaco to Bells
Island.  Other new pipelines are land based where possible, but are laid
along the estuary shoreline in places.

Comments (A) • Avoids further estuary crossings once the duplicate pipeline is installed.
• Flows are all taken in the one direction, therefore there is little flexibility
and redundancy for ongoing operations and maintenance.
• Not well suited to longer term growth in the Tasman District.
• Not well suited to a potential future move towards new treatment
facility in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away from
coastal waters.
Scenario

B-1

Summary
Description

Existing estuary crossing is ultimately decommissioned, with all pipelines
designed to now direct flow in a clockwise direction to Bells Island.  All
new pipelines are land based, except for the short estuary crossing from
Best Island to Bells Island.

Comments

• Most expensive option.
• Provides for ultimate decommissioning of the existing estuary crossing
to Bells Island.
• Keeps pipelines away from the estuary to the maximum possible extent.
• All flows are taken in one direction, therefore there is little flexibility and
redundancy for ongoing operations and maintenance.
• Well suited to a potential future move towards a new treatment facility
in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away from coastal
waters.

Scenario

B-2

Summary
Description

Existing estuary crossing is ultimately decommissioned, with all pipelines
designed to now direct flow in a clockwise direction to Bells Island.  New
pipelines are land based where possible, but more generally follow the
estuary shoreline to Bells Island.

Comments

• Provides for ultimate decommissioning of the existing estuary crossing
to Bells Island.
• Avoids further estuary crossings (except Best Island to Bells Island),
although some pipelines follow the estuary shoreline to reduce pipeline
lengths and costs.
• All flows are taken in one direction, therefore there is little flexibility and
redundancy for ongoing operations and maintenance.
• Slightly less suited than B-1 to a potential future move towards a new
treatment facility in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away
from coastal waters.
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Scenario

C-1

Summary
Description

Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for
greater operational flexibility.  The duplicate pipeline is installed from
Monaco to Bells Island, for risk mitigation purposes, and to allow other
construction work to be deferred.  All other new pipelines are land based
(except for the Best Island to Bells Island crossing).

Comments

• Avoids further estuary crossings once the duplicate pipeline is installed
(except for the Best Island to Bells Island crossing).
• Provides good flexibility and redundancy for ongoing operations and
maintenance by allowing the direction of flows in two directions, according
to circumstances.
• Well suited to longer term growth in the Tasman District.
• Well suited to a potential future move towards a new treatment facility in
Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away from coastal waters.

Scenario

C-2a

Summary
Description

Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for
greater operational flexibility.  The duplicate pipeline is installed from
Monaco to Bells Island for risk mitigation purposes, and to allow other
construction work to be deferred.  New pipelines are land based where
possible, but more generally follow the estuary shoreline to Bells Island.

Comments

• Avoids further estuary crossings once the duplicate pipeline is laid (except
for the Best Island to Bells Island section).
• Some pipelines follow the estuary shoreline to reduce pipeline lengths and
costs.
• Provides good flexibility and redundancy for ongoing operations and
maintenance by allowing the direction of flows in two directions, according
to circumstances.
• Well suited to longer term growth in the Tasman District.
• Slightly less suited than C-1 to a potential future move towards a new
treatment facility in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away
from coastal waters.

Scenario

C-2b

Summary
Description

Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for
greater operational flexibility.  The duplicate pipeline to Bells Island is NOT
installed, in favour of constructing the new clockwise direction pipework
immediately.  The existing estuary crossing to Bells Island is retained and
rehabilitated once the new pipelines are installed.  New pipelines are land
based where possible, but more generally follow the estuary shoreline to
Bells Island.

Comments

• Avoids further estuary crossings (except for the Best Island to Bells Island
section).
• The decision to not install the duplicate pipeline to Bells Island means that
the risk of the existing pipeline failing continues for a longer period, while
the new pipelines are constructed.
• Some pipelines follow the estuary shoreline to reduce pipeline lengths and
costs.
• Provides reasonable flexibility and redundancy for ongoing operations and
maintenance but less so than for Option C-2a.
• Well suited to longer term growth in the Tasman District.
• Slightly less suited than C-1 to a potential future move towards a new
treatment facility in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away
from coastal waters.
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Scenario

C-3a

Summary
Description

Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for
greater operational flexibility.  The duplicate pipeline is installed from
Monaco to Bells Island as an integral part of the pipeline strategy, whilst at
the same time providing for risk mitigation purposes, and to allow other
construction work to be deferred.  The new clockwise directed pipeline is
laid directly across the estuary from Headingly Lane to Saxtons Island, to
join up with the duplicate pipeline.

Comments

• Lower cost scenario.
• Involves a further significant estuary crossing.
• Provides good flexibility and redundancy for ongoing operations
and maintenance by allowing the direction of flows in two directions,
according to circumstances.
• Slightly less suited than the other ‘C’ options to longer term growth in
the Tasman District.
• Slightly less suited than C-1 to a potential future move towards a new
treatment facility in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away
from coastal waters.

Scenario

C-3b

Summary
Description

Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for
greater operational flexibility and would mitigate the risk of failure to
the existing single pipeline.  The new pipeline would follow the estuary
shoreline to Headingly Lane and then directly across the estuary to Bells
Island to provide an alternative route.

Comments

• Lowest cost scenario.
• Involves a significant estuary crossing.
• The decision to not install the duplicate pipeline to Bells Island means
that the risk of the existing pipeline failing continues for a longer period,
while the new pipelines are constructed.
• Avoids Saxton Island and associated archaeological issues.
• Provides reasonable flexibility and redundancy for ongoing operations
and maintenance but less so than for Option C-3a.  
• Slightly less suited than the other ‘C’ options to longer term growth in
the Tasman District.
• Slightly less suited than C-1 to a potential future move towards a new
treatment facility in Tasman District with land based effluent re-use away
from coastal waters.
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Please cut form from Strategy prior to submitting it. Thank you.

Bells Island Pipeline Upgrade Submission form
The NRSBU pipeline upgrade strategy is open to the Nelson Tasman region for public consultation. Submissions are welcome
through to Friday 27 February 2009. Please send your submission to: Bells Island Pipeline Upgrade Consultation, Nelson City
Council, Freepost 76919, PO Box 645, Nelson 7040.
Name _______________________________________ Organisation represented (if any) _________________________
Address _____________________________________ Phone________________Email _________________________
Hearings will be held for submitters who wish to speak in support of their submission (the Hearing date is yet to be
determined).
Do you wish to speak at the hearing?

Yes

No

If you do not tick either, we assume you do not wish to be heard.

Public information statement: Submissions to NRSBU consultations are public information. Your submission will be included in
reports, which are available to the public and the media.
The consultation proposals for a pipeline upgrade are driven by the high risk of pipeline failure and capacity problems, now
and in the future. The eight development options have been proposed guided by environmental, economic, social and cultural
concerns in mind. How should these concerns be balanced? Is the cost of the upgrade more important than environmental
concerns? How much should the development consider future needs? Should all concerns be equally weighted?
Please indicate on the following scales how important you consider the environmental, economic, social and cultural concerns
are, particularly in relation to each other.
1. Environment (the need to contain spills into the estuary and outlying area,
carbon footprint is reduced, lessen non-renewable energy use)
1

2

3

Not at all important

4
Neutral

5
Extremely important

6
Don’t know

Comments ___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Economic (minimise costs of pipeline development, costs of ongoing
treatment, treatment at source to minimise costs)
1

2

3

Not at all important

4
Neutral

5
Extremely important

6
Don’t know

Comments
___________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Social (encourage minimising waste streams from community and business,
consider other sites away from coast to manage future growth)
1
Not at all important

2

3

4
Neutral

5
Extremely important

6
Don’t know

Comments ___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Cultural (pipeline placement and operation is sensitive to iwi needs)
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1

2

3

Not at all important

4

5

Neutral

6

Extremely important

Don’t know

Comments_ ___________________________________________________________________________________
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
5. Thinking about your ratings in questions 1-4, which option do you think best deliver your preferences (please tick just
one)
Option A
Option B1
Option C3B		

Option B2

Option C1
Option C2A
None of the above options

Option C2B

Option C3A

Comments_ ___________________________________________________________________________________
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Which option would you rate as second best (please tick just one)
Option A
Option B1
Option C3B		

Option B2

Option C1
Option C2A
None of the above options

Option C2B

Option C3A

Comments ____________________________________________________________________________________
7. Please tick any options you consider would be UNacceptable
Option A
Option B1
Option C3B		

Option B2

Option C1
Option C2A
None of the above options

Option C2B

Option C3A

Comments_ ___________________________________________________________________________________
8. Are there any other areas you feel the strategy should consider, or that need to be further developed?________________
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
9. Other comments - please make any further comments on the strategy.________________________________________
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Please attach additional sheets if needed
Please tell us about yourself. It would be helpful if you could fill out the following panel. The information is used by Council to
improve consultation methods. This is voluntary and is not used for any purpose other than this consultation.
10. Gender
11. Your location?

Female

Male

Nelson North

Nelson Central

Nelson South

Waimea Plains

Motueka

Golden Bay

Tahuna

Stoke

Richmond

Other, please specify_____________________________________________________________
12. Age

Under 20

14. Are you a first time submitter?

Between 20 - 39

Between 40 - 59

Yes

No

Over 60

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS
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Appendix I
Bells Island Regional Pipeline Upgrade Strategy
Summary of Submissions on Public Consultation Document and
Telephone Survey
PUBLIC CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
1. Introduction
To assist the NRSBU determine a preferred long term strategy for the purposes of
evaluating the options for the Bells Island Regional Pipeline Upgrade Strategy, a public
consultation process was initiated in December 2008.
Information from the Long Term Strategy Review report prepared by CPG NZ Ltd was
complied into a Public Consultation Document that provided detailed descriptions of
each of the potential long-term sewerage reticulation options and approximate costs for
each option. This document was circulated to all residents in the region potentially
affected by the rate increases required to fund the necessary works.
The document set out the key drivers for the upgrade strategy as being:

•
•

The extreme risk of pipeline failure in the estuary; and
The inability of the existing estuary pipeline to handle existing flows, which will be
exacerbated by future growth in the catchment area.

The consultation document presented the following eight potential upgrade strategies:
Scenario A
Pipeline flows continue to run in an anti-clockwise direction as at present, with new
duplicate pipeline installed across estuary from Monaco to Bells Island. Other new
pipelines are land based where possible, but are laid along the estuary shoreline in
places.
Scenario B-1
The existing estuary crossing is ultimately decommissioned, with all pipelines designed
to now direct flow in a clockwise direction to Bells Island. All new pipelines are land
based, except for the short estuary crossing from Best Island to Bells Island.
Scenario B-2
The existing estuary crossing is ultimately decommissioned, with all pipelines again
designed to direct flow in a clockwise direction to Bells Island. New pipelines are land
based where possible, but do in this case more generally follow the estuary shoreline to
Bells Island to reduce pipeline lengths and associated costs.
Scenario C-1
Pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for greater
operational flexibility. The duplicate pipeline is installed from Monaco to Bells Island for

risk mitigation purposes, and to allow other construction work to be deferred. All other
new pipelines are land based (except for the Best Island to Bells Island crossing).
Scenario C-2a
Pipelines are again designed to direct flows in two directions to the Bells Island
treatment plant for greater operational flexibility. The duplicate pipeline is installed from
Monaco to Bells Island for risk mitigation purposes, and to allow other construction work
to be deferred. New pipelines are land based where possible, but more generally follow
the estuary shoreline to Bells Island to reduce pipeline lengths and associated costs
Scenario C-2b
Similar to C-2a, pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for
greater operational flexibility. The duplicate pipeline to Bells Island, however, is NOT
installed, in favour of constructing the new clockwise direction pipework immediately.
The existing estuary crossing to Bells Island is retained and rehabilitated once the new
pipelines are installed. New pipelines are land based where possible, but more generally
follow the estuary shoreline to Bells Island as before.
Scenario C-3a
Pipelines are again designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells Island for greater
operational flexibility. The duplicate pipeline is installed from Monaco to Bells Island as
an integral part of the pipeline strategy, whilst at the same time providing for risk
mitigation purposes, and to allow other construction work to be deferred. The new
clockwise directed pipeline is laid directly across the estuary from Headingly Lane to
Saxtons Island, to join up with the duplicate pipeline.
Scenario C-3b
Similar to Scenario C-3a, pipelines are designed to direct flows in two directions to Bells
Island for greater operational flexibility and would mitigate the risk of failure to the
existing single pipeline. For ScenarionC-3b a new pipeline would follow the estuary
shoreline to Headingly Lane and then directly across the estuary to Bells Island to
provide an alternative to the route across Saxton Island identified for Scenario C-3a.
The eight strategies were grouped into three fundamental concepts:
A. New pipework continues to direct flows in an anticlockwise direction around the
Waimea Inlet, as at present.
B. New pipework reverses the present flow direction to a clockwise direction around
the Waimea Inlet, allowing the existing estuary crossing from Monaco to Bells
Island to ultimately be abandoned and avoiding other new significant estuary
crossings.
C. New pipework is designed to direct flows in both directions around the Waimea
Inlet for maximum operational flexibility and more effective utilisation of existing
assets.

2. Results
Sixty submissions were received during the consultation period, which ran from
December 2008 to 27 February 2009.

The submission form asked respondents to rate environmental, economic, social and
cultural concerns on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 was not at all important and 5 was
extremely important. The concerns were described as:

•

Environment – the need to contain spills into the estuary and outlying area,
carbon footprint is reduced, lessen non-renewable energy use;

•

Economic – minimise costs of pipeline development, cost of ongoing treatment,
treatment at source to minimise costs;

•

Social – encouraging minimising waste streams from community and business,
consider other sites away from coast to manage future growth;

•

Cultural – pipeline placement and operation is sensitive to iwi needs.

The ratings (excluding the one ‘don’t know’ response) were summarised as follows:
Important or
extremely
important

Neutral

Not important or
not at all important

Environment

94%

4%

2%

Economic

52%

21%

27%

Social

94%

2%

4%

Cultural

61%

7%

30%

Respondents were then asked to think about their ratings and indicate which option best
delivered their preferences.
In strict order, a significant preference was indicated for option B1, preferred by 40%.
Also significant was the complete lack of support for option A. There was also a high
level of support for the five ‘C’ options but the number of options (five ‘C’ options as
opposed to two ‘B’ options and one ‘A’ option) appears to have diluted the responses.
Going back to the original groups of concepts where A was to replace, B to relocate
away from the estuary and C to build a loop pipeline, the responses indicate a fairly even
support for both concepts B and C, with 48% in support of the B group and 52% in
support of the C group.
When asked which scenarios were unacceptable, there was a spread of responses with
submitters often choosing more than one scenario. Options C2B and C3B were
considered to be highly unacceptable with 17% and 21% opposition respectively. This
would indicate that if the existing Monaco to Bells Island pipeline were to remain it
should have a duplicate pipeline adjacent to it.

TELEPHONE SURVEY
A randomly selected sample of residents were surveyed by telephone. Surveys were
completed with 404 residents – a sample size which gives a margin of error of plus or
minus 4.9% at the 95% confidence level. The questions asked in the survey were similar
to those posed in the consultation document.
The ratings of the environmental, economic, social and cultural concerns, excluding the
‘don’t knows’ are tabulated below:
Important or
extremely
important

Neutral

Not important or
not at all important

Environment

89%

8%

1%

Economic

57%

23%

14%

Social

60%

21%

9%

Cultural

23%

24%

46%

The survey respondents ratings in respect of environmental and economic concerns
were broadly similar to those of submitters on the consultation document. Social
concerns were not rated as highly by survey respondents as they were by submitters.
There was, however, a significant difference in the importance attached to cultural
concerns with 23% of those surveyed rating them important or extremely important
compared with 61% of submitters. 46% of those surveyed rated cultural concerns as not
important or not at all important compared with 30% of submitters.
Unlike the consultation document, the survey did not present the eight options. Instead,
it asked for a preference from the three categories;
1.
2.
3.

A looped pipe around the estuary, cost $26-$41m;
Fixing existing alignment across the estuary, cost $36.4m;
Relocating the pipes away from the estuary, cost $39-53m.

Of the survey respondents, 32% preferred category 3; 22% category 1; 21% category 2
and 24% were undecided.
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Table 1. Summary of Activities Within Areas and Construction Elements Remaining Post Construction

Yard

Staff

operations

1

2

amenities

Welding

Anchoring

Pressure

Excavation

pipe strings

pipe strings

testing

and

(70m)

Backfilling

Public

Functioning

Risers, lids

access

Pipe

and valves

possibly
drilling

1

Rabbit Island (Yard)

2

Bells Island (Yard)

3

Bells Island

4

Pipe Section A

5

Saxtons Island west

6

Pipe Section B

5

Saxtons Island east

6

Pipe Section C

7

Monaco (Point Road)

8

Monaco

1

2
3

Key to table interpretation:
1.

Fill means: Yes there will be yard operations at the east end of Rabbit Island.

2.

No fill means: There will be post construction no elements or components of the construction process remaining at the east end of Rabbit Island.

3.

Fill means: There will be post construction elements or components of the construction process remaining at the east end of Bells Island.

1

Machinery working, manoeuvring and storage/parking, vehicle re-fuelling, materials and machinery marshalling.

2

Toilets, shelter, site office.

